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ABSTRACT

Provided are a method, device and system for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content. The method includes: after digital media content being played at a first equipment is transferred to a second equipment, the second equipment identifies a user action; and the second equipment switches the digital media content being played back to the first equipment according to the identified user action.
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After digital media content being played at a first equipment is transferred to a second equipment, the second equipment identifies a user action.

The second equipment switches the digital media content being played back to the first equipment according to the identified user action.
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METHOD, DEVICE AND SYSTEM FOR SWITCHING BACK TRANSFERRED-FOR-PLAY DIGITAL MEDIA CONTENT

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to the field of computer techniques, and in particular to a method, device and system for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content.

BACKGROUND

With the development of digital multimedia and networks, entertainment experiences in daily life are enriched. Existing techniques enable people at home to enjoy high definition TV programs from a digital disk, cable TV or the Internet and the like. In addition, users are enabled to experience stereo, 5.1 acoustic channel, 7.1 acoustic channel or even more realistic sound effect; people can also implement these experiences using a tablet electronic device (pad) or a mobile phone; moreover, playing of digital content can be transferred between equipments through a network, and the playing in an equipment can be controlled through a remote controller or through a gesture, such as control of switching to a previous and a next channel.

In the related art, for controlling multiple equipments, generally each equipment has a respective remote controller to perform control, but these remote controllers are not universal, and most of these controllers, such as a traditional TV set or sound box, cannot be networked. There may be some network enabled controllers, for example, an equipment (e.g., a mobile phone, a pad) having computing and networking capabilities can be loaded with software supporting intercommunication protocols to control another equipment. Gesture control is currently a relatively new control manner in which a camera on an equipment monitors gesture actions and then analyzes and identifies them, finally the gesture actions are converted to control of the equipment.

With the development of techniques, there are increasing demands for sharing and transferring of content being played between multiple equipments, and the above control method is apparently not so convenient; people may need to select one remote controller corresponding to a specific equipment from a pile of remote controllers and change remote controllers from time to time to control different equipments, or the equipment can be controlled through operations on a pad or a mobile phone by people familiar with basic operations on computers, or a single equipment is controlled by simple gestures. People prefer to use an easier and more natural operation way to control shared playing or transferred playing of content.

Some products in the related art enable people to transfer digital media content being played on an equipment to another equipment, for example, an existing Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) protocol enables transferring of video played on a mobile phone to a TV. Some manufacturers of TVs, mobile phones, players and home storages have also produced similar products.

When such a play transferring functionality is used, it is desired in certain cases that transferred play can be transferred back, for example, content transferred and watched on a TV is transferred to its original mobile phone so as to be carried out for play, or after being transferred back to the mobile phone, the content is transferred to another equip-

MENT such as a computer so as to be watched thereon. People can, of course, implement these functions with a menu of a computer application on a TV, but it is desired that the operation can be easier and more natural.

It is desired that content, after being subjected to inter-equipment transfer and collaborative play, can be switched back to its original equipment through an easier and more natural operation, so as to provide users with more relaxed and enjoyed entertainment, and users also require that they can understand and get started more easily when new functions of an equipment are introduced.

SUMMARY

Embodiments of the disclosure provide a method, device and system for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content so that the content, after being subjected to inter-equipment transfer and collaborative play, can be switched back to its original equipment through an easier and more natural operation.

An embodiment of the disclosure provides a method for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content, and the method includes: after digital media content being played at a first equipment is transferred to a second equipment, the second equipment identifies a user action; and the second equipment switches the digital media content being played back to the first equipment according to the identified user action.

In an embodiment, the method may further include: after the digital media content being played at the first equipment is transferred to the second equipment, the second equipment stores information of the first equipment; specifically, the step that the second equipment switches the digital media content being played back to the first equipment according to the information of the first equipment, the first equipment to continue playing the digital media content.

In an embodiment, the method may further include: after the second equipment notifies, according to the information of the first equipment, the first equipment to continue playing the digital media content, the second equipment stops playing the digital media content, and disconnects from a content source corresponding to the digital media content.

In an embodiment, the step that the second equipment switches the digital media content being played back to the first equipment according to the identified user action may specifically include: the second equipment identifies a user action with an identification device, and determines whether the identified user action is matched with preset action determination data, if yes, switches the digital media content being played back to the first equipment.

In an embodiment, the identification device may include a camera; the user action may include a gesture action, a eyeball action and a body gesture, wherein the gesture action may include a backward bending of an arm after a grasp, a backward bending of an arm after the arm and corresponding palm are straightened to face the identification device, and a predetermined number of swings of an arm and corresponding palm towards the body of a user after being raised to face the identification device.

In an embodiment, the method may further include: after the second equipment notifies, according to the information of the first equipment, the first equipment to continue playing the digital media content, the second equipment receives a response message from the first equipment, and
acquires information carried in the response message regarding whether switching back of the digital media content is allowed.

In an embodiment, the step that the second equipment stops playing the digital media content, and disconnects from a content source corresponding to the digital media content may specifically include: if determining according to the response message that the first equipment allows to switch back to the digital media content, the second equipment stops playing the digital media content, and disconnects from the content source corresponding to the digital media content.

An embodiment of the disclosure further provides a device for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content, including an identification module configured to, after digital media content being played at a first equipment is transferred to a second equipment, identify a user action; and a switching back module configured to switch the digital media content being played back to the first equipment according to the identified user action.

In an embodiment, the device may further include a storage module configured to store information of the first equipment; accordingly the switching back module may be configured to notify, according to the information of the first equipment, the first equipment to continue playing the digital media content.

In an embodiment, the switching back module may be configured to stop playing the digital media content, and disconnect from a content source corresponding to the digital media content.

In an embodiment, the identification module may be configured to identify a user action with an identification device, and determine whether the identified user action is matched with preset action determination data, if yes, switch the digital media content being played back to the first equipment.

In an embodiment, the identification device may include a camera; the user action may include a gesture action, a eyeball action and a body gesture, wherein the gesture action may include a backward bending of an arm after a grasp, a backward bending of an arm after the arm and corresponding palm are straightened to face the identification device, and a predetermined number of swings of an arm and corresponding palm towards the body of a user after being raised to face the identification device.

In an embodiment, the device may further include a reception module configured to receive a response message from the first equipment, and acquire information carried in the response message regarding whether switching back of the digital media content is allowed.

In an embodiment, the switching back module may be configured to, if it is determined according to the response message that the first equipment allows to switch back to the digital media content, stop playing the digital media content, and disconnect from the content source corresponding to the digital media content.

An embodiment of the disclosure further provides a system for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content, which includes the device for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content as described above and a first equipment, specifically, the first equipment is configured to, after the digital media content being played at the first equipment is transferred to the device for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content, continue playing digital media content switched back to the first equipment under the control of the device for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content.

Beneficial effects of embodiments the disclosure are as follows.

In the embodiments of the disclosure, an original equipment is notified to take over playing of the digital media content through identification of a user operation, so that the content, after being subjected to inter-equipment transfer and collaborative play, can be switched back to its original equipment through an easier and more natural operation; by means of the disclosure, it is possible to provide users with more convenient experiences of and more natural and easier control of digital media content, and thus more relaxed and enjoyed entertainment, and users can understand and get started more easily when new functions of an equipment are introduced, thereby improving user experiences on the equipment.

The above description is only a summary of technical solutions of embodiments of the disclosure, and specific embodiments of the disclosure will be exemplified below so as to make technical means the embodiments of the disclosure more clear so that they can be implemented in accordance with content of the specification and so as to make above and other objectives, features and advantages better understood.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Various other advantages and benefits will become clear for those skilled in the art on reading detailed description of preferred embodiments below. Accompanying drawings are only intended to illustrate the preferred embodiments instead of being regarded as a limitation of the disclosure. Furthermore, like reference numerals refer to like components throughout the accompanying drawings, in which

FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a method for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing control of equipments according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing network message flow of a control method according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a flow chart showing processing logic according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 5 is a schematic structural diagram of a device for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and

FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a system for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Exemplary embodiments of the disclosure will be further elaborated below with reference to accompanying drawings. Though the drawings shows exemplary embodiments of the disclosure, it should be appreciated that the disclosure may be implemented in various forms instead of being limited by embodiments illustrated herein. On the contrary, the provision of these embodiments is intended to make the disclosure thoroughly understood and to deliver a complete disclosure to those skilled in the art.

In order to provide a function which enables content, after being subjected to inter-equipment transfer and collaborative play, can be switched back to its original equipment through an easier and more natural operation, the disclosure provides a method, device and system for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content, and the disclosure
will be further elaborated below with reference to accompanying drawings in conjunction with specific embodiments. It should be understood that the specific embodiments are only used to interpret the disclosure instead of limiting the disclosure.

**Embodiments of the Method**

According to an embodiment of the disclosure, provided is a method for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content, FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a method for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content according to an embodiment of the disclosure, and it should be noted that in the embodiment, a first equipment is a source equipment, required to have network functionality to be capable of being connected to other equipments, and after receiving an instruction of requesting for returning transferred-for-play content, responding to its peer equipment with a response message; a second equipment needs to have network and identification capabilities, specifically, the network capability refers to the capability to transmit/receive messages to/from other equipments; and the identification capability refers to a capability to identify that digital media content is about to be transferred back to the first equipment, and the identification includes identification of a grasp action, a backward bending of an arm and the like.

As shown in FIG. 1, a method for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content according to an embodiment of the disclosure includes the following steps:

step 101, after digital media content being played at a first equipment is transferred to a second equipment, the second equipment identifies a user action.

Preferably, in step 101, after the digital media content being played at the first equipment is transferred to the second equipment, the following processing may be further included: 1. the second equipment stores information of the first equipment; 2. the step that the second equipment switches the digital media content being played back to the first equipment; 3. the second equipment notifies, according to the information of the first equipment, the first equipment to take over playing of the digital media content.

step 102, the second equipment switches the playing of the digital media content back to the first equipment according to the identified user action.

Preferably, after step 102, the following processing may be included: the second equipment stops playing the digital media content, and disconnects from a content source corresponding to the digital media content.

Step 102 specifically includes: 1. the second equipment identifies the user action with an identification device; 2. it is determined whether the identified user action is matched with preset action determination data, if yes, the playing of digital media content is switched back to the first equipment.

Specifically, the user action includes a gesture action, an eyeball action and a body gesture, wherein the gesture action includes a backward bending of an arm after a grasp, a backward bending of an arm after the arm and corresponding palm are straightened to face the identification device, and a predetermined number of swings of an arm and corresponding palm towards the body of a user after being raised to face the identification device.

In step 102, the above method may further include: after the second equipment notifies, according to the information of the first equipment, the first equipment to take over playing of the digital media content, the second equipment receives a response message from the first equipment, and acquires information carried in the response message regarding whether switching back of playing of the digital media content is allowed. If determining according to the response message that the first equipment allows the switch back, the second equipment stops playing the digital media content, and disconnects from the content source corresponding to the digital media content.

In an embodiment of the disclosure, after step 102 is implemented, the first equipment may confirm whether to play digital media content switched back to the first equipment, and the confirmation operation may be a menu option displayed by the first equipment or a reception gesture.

The above technical solutions according to embodiments of the disclosure will be elaborated below with reference to the accompanying drawings.

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing control of equipments according to an embodiment of the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 2, there are two equipments: a pad and a TV; in the example, the pad serves as a first equipment playing digital media content that may include a video file stored locally, a video stream from an IP network, a local audio, an audio stream from an IP network or a desktop of an operation system.

In the embodiment, the pad has an interface for interacting with users, which enables a user to input determination information for a process, e.g., approval or rejection to switching back transferred-for-play digital media content.

In addition, the pad has a network interface that supports IEEE 802.11b/g/n and IEEE 802.3, thus being capable of being connected to an IP network. Modules within the pad may further have a network service capability that enables the pad to be found by and connected to other equipments, and to transmit/receive messages to/from other equipments.

In an example, the TV is a second equipment and has one camera. Users can, in front of the camera, make actions such as throwing, releasing or pointing with a hand. The TV has a capability of identifying that a transferred digital media content being played is to be transferred back, that is, the TV can acquire, through a camera, a motion image so that it can identify, according to a predefined rule, that transferred digital media content that is being played is required to be transferred back to the pad for play, namely knowing that the digital media content is about to be transferred, and such a identification is implemented in the following context: a throwing action, a releasing action, a pointing action or a splay of a hand on a touch screen (if the TV has a touch screen). In addition, the TV has a network interface that supports IEEE 802.11b/g/n and IEEE 802.3, thus being capable of being connected to an IP network. Modules within the TV may further have a network service capability that enables the pad to be found by and connected to other equipments, and to transmit/receive messages to/from the pad. The pad and the TV are connected with each other through a network.

Preferably, in the example, actions that can be identified by the TV include:

1. a backward grasp, namely a backward bending of an arm after a grasp;
2. a backward wave, namely a backward bending of an arm after the arm and corresponding palm are straightened to face the camera of the TV; and
3. a swing, namely two or more swings of an arm and corresponding palm towards the body of a user after being raised to face the camera of the TV.

On the TV, the identification of gesture actions can be implemented using the histogram method or the Markov model method. Firstly, gesture actions of a user should fall within a capturing scope of the camera so that the camera
can generate a gesture video transmitted to an identification module, then the identification module, through analyzing color, outline, structured light of gesture images in the video, identifies position of the hand, detects and splits gesture objects, extracts gesture features and tracks corresponding gesture motion; then the direction of fingers and a motion direction sequence is processed, finally the gesture action is completely identified, then the operation intention of the user's action can be determined by methods such as comparing with a space of predefined gesture actions.

It should be noted that in the embodiment of the disclosure, an eye action and a body action can also be used in addition to the aforementioned gesture actions. In addition, the network service capability of the pad and the TV includes a capability enabling the pad and the TV to communicate with each other through a network.

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing network message flow of a control method according to an embodiment of the disclosure. Corresponding to devices in FIG. 2, the first equipment is a pad and the second equipment is a TV in FIG. 3. In the example, digital media content is firstly played on the pad, and then an operation performed by a user causes the digital media content to be transferred from the pad to the TV; for the user, a corresponding scenario and experience include: the user, sitting on a sofa in a living room of his/her residence, has transferred digital media content originally played on the pad to the TV for play, and the user is watching video content played on the TV; then the user wants to go to another room and continue watching the video with his/her pad, then a gesture operation is performed to recall the content played on the TV back to the pad so that the content is no longer played by the TV.

In an embodiment as shown in FIG. 3, devices pad and TV are connected through a network and they can communicate with each other. Specifically, the following processing are included:

- **Step 301**: Digital media content being played on a pad is transferred to a TV for play.
  - The TV needs to store parameters such as address, port of the original equipment (pad). In addition, after the transferring of the digital media content between the pad and the TV is finished, a session connection established between the pad and the TV is to be managed.
  - The management of the session connection include an ID of the session, appointment of a heartbeat message, keeping of a maximum session duration and the like.

- **Step 302**: The TV identifies the play switch back action.
  - The action is namely action 1 in FIG. 3, and action 1 can be any action in the aforementioned first group of actions. The TV can support and at least support one of the actions.
  - The identification of these actions in the TV is performed in the context and predefined, and the context includes that the TV starts to launch the identification functionality after playing the digital media content transferred from the pad; the identification of the actions is combined with usage of image identification algorithms so that the TV can identify meanings represented by respective actions, i.e., a video being display will be transferred back to its original equipment for play. In step 2, the second equipment identifies that the digital media content will be transferred to its original equipment.

- **Step 303**: After the identification, the TV transmits a broadcast: REQUEST RETURN.
  - After the TV identifies actions for itself, i.e., after identifying an intention that the digital media content will be transferred to its original equipment for play, if the equipment can receive the digital media content in the broadcast message transmitted from the pad, the TV transmits a request message (i.e., the above REQUEST RETURN message) on the predefined address and port, and the information included in the message is used to request the pad to accept the transfer back of the digital media content for play.
  - Specifically, the information included in the message includes: name, address, port and timeout of the equipment; wherein the address is an address from which the REQUEST RETURN message is transmitted and an address for subsequent interaction; the timeout represents a valid time of the message, namely a time limit after which the request message will be invalidated (canceled).

In step 303, the second equipment requests the first equipment to get ready for reception of transferred back digital media content.

- **Step 304**: The digital media content is transferred.
  - Preferably, after receiving the request message from the TV, the pad prompts a user to input confirmation information, the user can select options such as “Yes” or “No” on the pad, which corresponds to action 2 in FIG. 3.

- **Step 305**: The pad transmits a broadcast: RETURN OK.
  - After confirming that the digital media content can be transferred back, the pad transmits to the TV, a response message, i.e., the RETURN OK message in FIG. 3.

- **Step 306**: The digital media content is transferred back for play.
  - After the above message interaction and confirmation, the pad takes over playing of the digital media content locally while the TV stops playing, and the PAD and the TV are disconnected. If the digital media content on the pad is received from another content source equipment on the network, the pad can play the digital media content from the another content source in a same way as before the content is transferred to the TV.

In the above embodiment, the first equipment may also transmit a broadcast message, that is, after identifying the intention of transferring back, the first equipment transmits a transfer message; and subsequent processes are similar to above steps; in such embodiments, the first equipment is required to store an address and port of the second equipment to which the content is transferred.

FIG. 4 is a flow chart showing processing logic according to an embodiment of the disclosure. For example, the pad described above may serve as the first equipment and the TV described above may serve as the second equipment.

- **Step 401**: The transfer of play is finished, that is in the above embodiment, the digital media content is transferred from the first equipment to the second equipment for play.

- **Step 402**: The second equipment stores information of the first equipment; the first equipment stores information of the second equipment. Such information can be an address, communication port and the like of the equipment.

- **Step 403**: The second equipment identifies that the content being played is to be switched back to the first equipment. The “identifies” means that the second equipment performs identification through a gesture operation.

- **Step 404**: The second equipment transmits notification information to the first equipment.

- **Step 405**: The first equipment has to confirm whether the switching back is accepted, if yes, the first equipment starts to take over the playing, and the second equipment stops playing and disconnects from a content source. The process ends. If the first equipment confirms that the switching back is not accepted, the first equipment transmits to the second equipment a rejection message, or does not transmit any
message until the message is timeout, and the second equipment still continues playing the transferred digital media content.

In the above example, the pad is taken as a first equipment, but in the disclosure the first equipment is not limited to such an equipment as a pad, and mobile phone; other players with a touch screen (remote controller) or even computers can be taken as the first equipment, and the triggering function in the above process may also be implemented by a keyboard or mouse through a computer.

In the above example, the TV is taken as a second equipment, but in the disclosure the second equipment is not limited to such an equipment as a TV, and any equipment configured with a camera and having various capabilities described in the embodiments, such as a mobile phone, a set top box, a projector, a computer and the like, can serve as the second equipment.

The above process is an embodiment to implement the disclosure, but it is not intended to limit the disclosure to the embodiment, and it is not intended to limit the specific method to implement the process; the method can be implemented using similar methods, names of modules and types of various messages are only forms for naming, and indicate that they represent different message contents.

In addition, in the above embodiment, portions related to a network may be applied to IP networks supported by communication networks such as those based on IEEE 802.3, IEEE 802.11b/g/n, POWELINE, CABLE, PSTN, a 3GPP network and a 3GPP2 network; operation systems of various devices may include a UNIX operation system, a WINDOWS operation system, an ANDROID and an IOS operation system; and user interface may include JAVA language interface.

It should be noted that in the interest of clarity, not all features of an actual equipment are shown and described in the above description. It will, of course, be appreciated that in the development of any such actual implementation, numerous implementation-specific decisions must be made in order to achieve the developer’s specific goals, such as compliance with application and business-related constraints, and that these specific goals will vary from one implementation to another and from one developer to another. Moreover, it should be appreciated that such a development effort might be complex and time consuming, but would nevertheless be a routine undertaking of design, fabrication, and manufacture for those of ordinary skill having the benefit of this disclosure.

According to subject matters described herein, various components, systems, devices, process steps and/or data structures may be implemented using various types of operating systems, computing platforms, computer programs and/or general purpose machines. In addition, it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that no so general devices can also be used without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. The included method is implemented by a computer, a device or a machine, and the method can be stored as a machine-readable instruction that can be stored on a determined medium, such as a storage device of a computer, which includes and is not limited to an ROM (Read Only Memory, FLASH memory, transfer device), a magnetic storage medium (e.g., magnetic tape, magnetic drive), an optical storage medium (e.g., CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, paper card, paper tape), and other program storage of known types. In addition, it should be noted that the method can be implemented by an operator using a selected software tool without innovative determination.

Embodiments of the Device

According to an embodiment of the disclosure, provided is a device for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content; FIG. 5 is a schematic structural diagram of a device for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content according to an embodiment of the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 5, the device for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content according to an embodiment of the disclosure includes an identification module 50 and a switching back module 52; and respective modules according to the embodiment of the disclosure will be elaborated as follows.

The identification module 50 is configured to, after digital media content being played at a first equipment is transferred to a second equipment, identify a user action.

The switching back module 52 is configured to switch the digital media content being played back to the first equipment according to the identified user action.

Preferably, the device for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content according to an embodiment of the disclosure may further include a storage module configured to store information of the first equipment; accordingly the switching back module 52 may be configured to notify, according to the information of the first equipment, the first equipment to take over playing of the digital media content.

The switching back module 52 is configured to stop playing the digital media content, and disconnect from a content source corresponding to the digital media content.

The identification module 50 is configured to identify a user action with an identification device, and the identification device may include a camera; the user action may include a gesture action, an eyelash action and a body gesture. The gesture action may include a backward bending of an arm after a grasp, a backward bending of an arm after the arm and corresponding palm are straightened to face the identification device, and a predetermined number of swings of an arm and corresponding palm towards the body of a user after being raised to face the identification device. It is determined whether the identified user action is matched with preset action determination data, if yes, the digital media content being played is switched back to the first equipment.

Preferably, the device for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content according to an embodiment of the disclosure may further include a reception module configured to receive a response message from the first equipment, and acquire information carried in the response message regarding whether switching back of the digital media content is allowed.

The switching back module 52 may be configured to, if it is determined according to the response message that the first equipment allows to switch back to the digital media content, stop playing the digital media content, and disconnect from the content source corresponding to the digital media content.

The above identification module can consist of a camera and a CPU chip; the switching back module can consist of a storage device of a computer, which includes and is not limited to an ROM (Read Only Memory, FLASH memory, transfer device), a magnetic storage medium (e.g., magnetic tape, magnetic drive), an optical storage medium (e.g., CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, paper card, paper tape), and other program storage of known types. In addition, it should be noted that...
program storage of known types; and the reception module can consist of network interfaces.

To sum up, by means of the technical solutions according to embodiments of the disclosure, an original equipment is notified to take over playing of the digital media content through identification of a user operation, so that the content, after being subjected to inter-equipment transfer and collaborative play, can be switched back to its original equipment through an easier and more natural operation; by means of the disclosure, it is possible to provide users with more convenient experiences of and more natural and easier control of digital media content, and thus made more relaxed and enjoyed entertainment, and users can understand and get started more easily when new functions of an equipment are introduced, thereby improving user experiences on the equipment.

Embodiments of the System

According to an embodiment of the disclosure, provided is a system for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content; FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a system for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content according to an embodiment of the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 6, the system for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content according to an embodiment of the disclosure includes a device 60 for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content as described in the above embodiments of the device and a first equipment 62.

The first equipment 62 is configured to, after the digital media content being played at the first equipment is transferred to the device 60 for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content, take over playing of the digital media content switched back to the first equipment under the control of the device 60 for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content.

The device 60 for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content according to the embodiment of the disclosure has been described in detail in the above embodiment of the device, therefore the detailed description thereof will be omitted.

Algorithms and displays provided herein are not inherently associated with any specific computers, virtual systems and other devices. Various general-purpose systems can also be used together with teachings herein. According to the above description, it is obvious to establish such a system. Furthermore, the disclosure is not based on any specific program languages. It should be appreciated that various program languages can be used to implement content of the disclosure described herein, and the above description of specific program languages aims to disclose the best embodiment of the disclosure.

A large number of specific details are described in the description provided herein. However, it can be appreciated that embodiments of the disclosure can be implemented without these specific details. In some examples, known methods, structures and techniques are not shown in detail so as not to blur understanding of the description.

Similarly, it should be appreciated that in order to simplify the disclosure and help to understand one or more of various aspects of the disclosure, some features of the disclosure may, in certain cases, be combined in a single embodiment, diagram or description thereof in the above description of illustrative embodiments of the disclosure. However, this method of the disclosure is not to be interpreted as reflecting an intention that the claimed embodiments of the subject matter requires more features than are expressly recited in each claim. More specifically, as the following claims reflect, the invention may lie in less than all features of a single disclosed embodiment. Thus the claims following the specific embodiments are hereby incorporated into the detailed description, with each claim standing on its own as a separate embodiment.

It can be appreciated by those skilled in the art that modules in the device in an embodiment can be changed adaptively and arranged in one or more device different from the embodiment. Modules, units or assemblies in the embodiments can be combined into a module, unit or assembly, and they can also be divided into multiple sub-modules, sub-units or sub-assemblies. All of the features disclosed in this specification (including any accompanying claims, abstract and drawings), and/or all of the steps of any method or process so disclosed, may be combined in any combination, except combinations where at least some of such features and/or steps are mutually exclusive. Each feature disclosed in this specification (including any accompanying claims, abstract and drawings), may be replaced by alternative features serving the same, equivalent or similar purpose, unless expressly stated otherwise.

Furthermore, while some embodiment described herein include some but not other features included in other embodiments, combinations of features of different embodiments are meant to be within the scope of the invention and form different embodiments, as would be understood by those skilled in the art. For example, in the following claims, any one of the claimed embodiments can be combined in any combination.

It should be noted that the above-mentioned embodiments illustrate rather than limit the invention, and that those skilled in the art will be capable of designing many alternative embodiments without departing from the scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims. Any reference signs placed between parentheses shall not be construed as limiting the claim. The word “comprising” does not exclude the presence of elements or steps not listed in a claim. The word “a” or “an” preceding an element does not exclude the presence of a plurality of such elements. The invention can be implemented by means of hardware comprising several distinct elements and by means of a suitable programmed computer. Several of these means can be embodied by one and the same item of hardware. The use of the words first, second and third etc do not indicate any ordering. These words are to be interpreted as names.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content, comprising:
   - after digital media content being played at a first equipment is transferred to a second equipment, identifying, by the second equipment, a user action;
   - requesting the first equipment, by the second equipment, to get ready for reception of transferred back digital media content according to the identified user action;
   - receiving from the first equipment, by the second equipment, a response message for confirming the request;
   - and
   - switching, by the second equipment, the digital media content being played back to the first equipment according to the response message, wherein requesting the first equipment, by the second equipment, to get ready for reception of transferred back digital media content according to the identified user action comprises: identifying, by the second equipment, a user action with an identification device; and determining
whether the identified user action is matched with preset action determination data, if the identified user action is matched with the preset action determination data, requesting the first equipment to get ready for reception of transferred back digital media content, wherein the identification device comprises a camera; and wherein the user action comprises a gesture action, an eyeball action and a body gesture, wherein the gesture action comprises a backward bending of an arm after a grasp, a backward bending of an arm after the arm and corresponding palm are straightened to face the identification device, and a predetermined number of swings of an arm and corresponding palm towards the body of a user after being raised to face the identification device.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: after the digital media content being played at the first equipment is transferred to the second equipment, storing, by the second equipment, information of the first equipment; wherein the switching, by the second equipment, the digital media content being played back to the first equipment comprises: notifying, by the second equipment according to the information of the first equipment, the first equipment to take over playing of the digital media content.

3. The method according to claim 2, further comprising: after the notifying, by the second equipment according to the information of the first equipment, the first equipment to take over playing of the digital media content, stopping, by the second equipment, playing the digital media content, and disconnecting from a content source corresponding to the digital media content.

4. The method according to claim 3, further comprising: after the notifying, by the second equipment according to the information of the first equipment, the first equipment to take over playing of the digital media content, receiving, by the second equipment, a response message from the first equipment, and acquiring information carried in the response message regarding whether switching back of the digital media content is allowed.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the stopping, by the second equipment, playing the digital media content and disconnecting from a content source corresponding to the digital media content comprises:

if determining according to the response message that the first equipment allows to switch back to the digital media content, stopping, by the second equipment, playing the digital media content, and disconnecting from the content source corresponding to the digital media content.

9. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: after the notifying, by the second equipment according to the information of the first equipment, the first equipment to take over playing of the digital media content, receiving, by the second equipment, a response message from the first equipment, and acquiring information carried in the response message regarding whether switching back of the digital media content is allowed.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the stopping, by the second equipment, playing the digital media content and disconnecting from a content source corresponding to the digital media content comprises:

if determining according to the response message that the first equipment allows to switch back to the digital media content, stopping, by the second equipment, playing the digital media content, and disconnecting from the content source corresponding to the digital media content.

11. A device for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content, comprising an identification module and a switching back module,

wherein the identification module is configured to, after digital media content being played at a first equipment is transferred to a second equipment, identify a user action, and request the first equipment to get ready for reception of transferred back digital media content according to the identified user action; and wherein the switching back module is configured to receive from the first equipment a response message for confirming the request, and switch the digital media content being played back to the first equipment according to the response message,

wherein the identification module is configured to identify a user action with an identification device, and determine whether the identified user action is matched with preset action determination data, if the identified user action is matched with the preset action, request the first equipment to get ready for reception of transferred back digital media content, wherein the identification device comprises a camera; and wherein the user action comprises a gesture action, an eyeball action and a body gesture, wherein the gesture action comprises a backward bending of an arm after a grasp, a backward bending of an arm after the arm and corresponding palm are straightened to face the identification device, and a predetermined number of swings of an arm and corresponding palm towards the body of a user after being raised to face the identification device.

12. The device according to claim 11, further comprising a storage module configured to store information of the first equipment;

wherein the switching back module is configured to notify, according to the information of the first equipment, the first equipment to take over playing of the digital media content.

13. The device according to claim 12, wherein the switching back module is configured to stop playing the digital media content, and disconnect from a content source corresponding to the digital media content.

14. The device according to claim 13, further comprising a reception module configured to receive a response mes-
15. The device according to claim 14, wherein the switching-back module is configured to, if it is determined according to the response message that the first equipment allows to switch back to the digital media content, stop playing the digital media content, and disconnect from the content source corresponding to the digital media content.

16. The device according to claim 11, wherein the first equipment and the second equipment are connected with each other through a network.

17. The device according to claim 11, further comprising a reception module configured to receive a response message from the first equipment, and acquire information carried in the response message regarding whether switching back of the digital media content is allowed.

18. A system for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content, comprising a device for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content and a first equipment, wherein

the first equipment is configured to, after the digital media content being played at the first equipment is transferred to the device for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content, take over playing of the digital media content switched back to the first equipment under control of the device for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content, and wherein the device for switching back transferred-for-play digital media content comprises an identification module and a switching back module,

wherein the identification module is configured to, after digital media content being played at a first equipment is transferred to a second equipment, identify a user action the first equipment and the second equipment are connected with each other through a network; and

wherein the switching back module is configured to receive from the first equipment a response message for confirming the request, and switch the digital media content being played back to the first equipment according to the response message,

wherein the identification module is configured to identify a user action with an identification device, and determine whether the identified user action is matched with preset action determination data, if the identified user action is matched with the preset action determination data, request the first equipment to get ready for reception of transferred back digital media content, wherein the identification device comprises a camera; and

wherein the user action comprises a gesture action, an eyeball action and a body gesture, wherein the gesture action comprises a backward bending of an arm after a grasp, a backward bending of an arm after the arm and corresponding palm are straightened to face the identification device, and a predetermined number of swings of an arm and corresponding palm towards the body of a user after being raised to face the identification device.

* * * * *